Unsupervised algorithms, such as clustering algorithm, could be used on the fault tag position for fault prediction of software module. A software fault prediction algorithm based on quadtree k-means clustering algorithm was proposed in the paper. The purpose of adopting quadtree mainly included two aspects: the first was to seek for clustering center required by k-means clustering algorithm using quadtree, and the second was fault prediction of software module using quadtree. In this algorithm, input threshold parameter decided the initial clustering center. Through changing the threshold parameter, users could get the expected center of clustering. The performance of the algorithm was measured using such a new standard as "clustering earnings". Through simulation and comparison, it was discovered that the algorithm proposed in the paper had highest clustering earnings. Moreover, in most cases, the total error rate of the algorithm proposed in the paper was lower than that of other algorithms, which indicated the effectiveness of the algorithm proposed in the paper in the prediction of software fault.
Introduction
K-means clustering algorithm is a widely used clustering algorithm, but it has its own disadvantages. Firstly, the user should initialize the quantity of category, but it is usually difficult to realize. Secondly, such algorithm needs to determine proper initial center of clustering. Thirdly, k-means algorithm is very sensitive to noise. A quadtree method is used for initialization of k-means algorithm in Literature [1] . Quadtree-based method can select proper initial center of clustering and eliminate the abnormal value, so it can overcome the second and the third disadvantages of k-means algorithm. In the paper, we should to focus on one practical problem in the application: the fault data of module is unknown. To solve such problem, researchers adopt one combined clustering method for clustering of modules, then some experienced experts judge whether the fault is contained according to the statistical characteristics of some representative points and data [2] . However, such method needs human participation in the prediction process, and experienced experts usually will not judge each category. In the paper, a software module fault prediction method as quadtree-based K-means algorithm was used. The main contents of the paper include seeking for initial clustering center of k-means algorithm using quadtree method and software module fault prediction method based on quadtree algorithm. Through changing the threshold parameter value, users can produce a group of expected clustering center and take it as the input parameter of k-means algorithm. Through comparing the total error rate of the algorithm proposed in the paper and other algorithms, it is discovered that the algorithm proposed in the paper has better performance in most cases. In the paper, the performance indicators of various prediction algorithms were measured using the clustering earnings. The clustering earnings of best k-means clusterer is similar with that based on quadtree algorithm. Thus, it is proved that the method proposed in the paper is very effective in the fault prediction of software module. To verify the performance of quadtree in the initial k-means algorithm, the initialization methods of quadtree-based k-means algorithm are compared with that of other two k-means algorithms [3] [4] . Quadtree algorithm can get very good performance under all the parameters. Global k-means algorithm considers different data in each iteration, so when the data size is large, the complexity of algorithm will become an obstacle and the expandability of algorithm will be restricted.
Initialization of K-means Algorithm

Quadtree
Quadtree of 2D space is a quadtree that use the separation operator paralleling with coordinate axis for recursive decomposition of space. In each step, a square subspace is decomposed into four equal squares. Such data structure is called quadtree. Suppose the set O is defined on n -dimensional space µ , then the quadtree of O is defined as:
: : :
According to the fact that the data points in any branch is lower than the set threshold, it is known the quadtree is made up of single branch and the set O and µ are saved. In each step, the set is decomposed into 2 n subsets. In the paper, we suppose 2 n = . As is shown in Fig. 1 , suppose
means four subsets. 
and make the following definition:
Similarly, when 3 n = , it can be divided into eight subsets:
the decomposed subset can be expressed as:
Initialization ethod of k-means algorithm
We firstly provide the expression method and parameter to be used in the next step:
The points of minimum data in each subtree defined by users MAX : The points of maximum data in each subtree defined by users δ :the user-defined nearest distance of seeking for neighbor White substree: child node of MIN that the data points is fewer than the father nodes Black subtree: child node of MAX that the data points is fewer than the father nodes Grey subtree: the nodes between white subtree and black subtree; k R : the neighbor node of center k c in the black subtree;
C : used as the clustering center of initial k-means algorithm. Algorithm 1 is the initialization method of k-means algorithm. In Line 1 to 8, the original data are decomposed into subtrees. It is known all the subtrees are white subtrees or black subtrees, as is shown in Fig. 2a and 2b. Fig. 2a shows the one decomposition outcome of quadtree and there are three grey subtrees and one white subtree. Fig. 2b shows the further decomposition outcome of grey trees. In line 9, the clustering center is initialized into a null set; in Line 10, the centers of all the black subtrees obtained from Line 7 are marked as "unmarked". The initialized domain set k R includes the center ( )
of black subtree in Line 11. These domain sets will be decomposed into nearest neighbor set δ containing i c . Such process is realized in Line 14 to 20. After one domain set has been decomposed, the mean of all the centers in i R are calculated in Line 21 to 22, and they are contained in the clustering center C . Such process is implemented for all the neighbor sets marked with "unmarked". It is noted, if the initialization center of one domain set is contained in other sets, such set will hardly be decomposed, but such set will be finally marked with the decomposition of other sets. In other words, the center of black subtree is grouped so that each group contains the center of adjacent black subtrees. Then, the means of each group is calculated and taken as the initialization center of k-means algorithm. At the end of iteration, the algorithm will return the quantity of set and center C . The output of quadtree algorithm in Algorithm 1 is the set of clustering center, and these centers are taken as the initial clustering center of k-means algorithm.
Algorithm Analysis
The complexity of black subtree is ( ) Table 1 means the clustering earnings obtained using single k-means algorithm. The category adopted in the experiment is 12. For each category, six circulations are implemented and the maximum clustering earnings is written down. The initialization clustering center is selected at random. For quadtree-based method, there are four input parameters: MIN ， MAX ， O 和 δ . The value of MIN is 5%, and the value of MAX is 95%. In the quadtree algorithm, the value of δ in data AR3, AR4, AR5, Iris, SYD1 and SYD2 is 40,80, 0.55, 70,120 , and the quantity of clustering center is 3,3, 2,3,3, 4 . Column 5 in Table 2 shows the clustering earning value of different data using quadtree algorithm. To compre the performances of common k-means algorithm and quadtree algorithm proposed in the paper, the value of δ is adjusted to make the quantity of clustering center in these two algorithms be equal and maximize the clustering earnings in the k-means algorithm. Table 2 shows the comparison of predicted error between quadtree algorithm and other algorithms. KM, CT, DA, CS, NB and QDK are six different attributes of data. Table 1 Cluster earning value of common k-means algorithm Table 2 Analysis of prediction error of software fault To compare the performances of initialized k-means algorithm using quadtree method, we make initialization experiment using quadtree, GM and DD. In DD algorithm, the distance parameter d is acquired through multiple circulations when the clustering center reaches the expected value. These distance parameters are given in Table 3 . When the parameters needing evaluation is the iterations, total MSE, clustering earning and predicted error rate required when k-means algorithm reaches the convergence standard and these are given in Table 5 . Table 3 Outcome obtained using different initialization methods
Experiment and Results
Conclusion
In the paper, the effectiveness of quadtree-based K-means algorithm in the software fault prediction is evaluated and the outcome obtained using such method is compared with that using common k-means algorithm. The initial clustering center of k-means algorithm is sought by using quadtree method. In the case where the users expect to get K clustering centers of k-means algorithm, K initial clustering center can be obtained using quadtree method and further be taken as input parameters of k-means, which can be realized through changing the threshold parameter. The total error rate of software fault prediction using quadtree method is similar with that using other existing methods. In the paper, we compare the outcome of various algorithms.
